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Abstract 
The Arcus Archives at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP) aims to collect and describe 
research data from across the Research Institute. To accomplish this, the Arcus Library Science 
team has established processes, structures, and descriptive metadata schemas informed by all 
phases of the research data preservation and reuse lifecycle at CHOP including archiving, 
cataloging, display, and usability. This paper introduces the Arcus Archives metadata schema and 
the key structures it relies upon. 
 
Specifically, this paper explains how a small set of dataTypes subfields within a hierarchical, 
archivally informed metadata structure utilize a shared file directory organization structure to 
thoroughly and accurately process, catalog, and surface for discovery metadata about petabytes of 
archived pediatric research data from multiple and growing data modalities. 
   
The metadata schema itself is flexible but consistent enough to apply to a myriad of data types 
produced during the conduct of pediatric research. Each metadata record reflects the unique 
archival arrangement done for each collection. It encompasses the framework of a shared 
recommended “project template” file directory structure which includes manifest and protocol files 
that allow for meaningful capture and organization of numerous complex data files and their 
relationships to one another.  
Keywords: metadata; research data; file structure; pediatrics; implementation 

1.  Introduction to Arcus and the Library Science Team 
Arcus is a multi-year strategic initiative of the Research Institute at the Children’s Hospital of 

Philadelphia (CHOP). According to the Department of Biomedical and Health Informatics (2023), 
Arcus is a suite of tools and services developed to enhance research efforts by helping 

researchers to explore available data, see overlaps among datasets, build new cohorts, and 
determine if there are data or samples available for additional research projects. Incubated 
within the Department of Biomedical and Health Informatics (DBHi) at CHOP, Arcus 
connects CHOP's clinical and research data to enable biomedical researchers to conduct 
highly innovative, data-driven, reproducible research within a managed scalable 
framework. This framework includes 1) user access controls; 2) patient privacy and 
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confidentiality protections through regulatory review; 3) electronic honest-brokered data 
de-identification and re-identification; and 4) data retention, management, sharing, and 
destruction services in an auditable computational environment. 

 
The initiative was established as a practical pathway for promoting the ethical sharing of data 

among researchers. The Arcus environment provides a secure data Archives run by librarians and 
archivists who collaborate with software developers, platform engineers, privacy experts, 
educators, and research teams themselves in order to link research data contributions of any kind 
(such as genetic, biobanking, and survey data) with clinical data on more than two million CHOP 
patients, including information on procedures, diagnoses, and imaging. All CHOP researchers with 
valid credentials have access to the Arcus Archives. 

 
Arcus' extensive internal scope was created to assist researchers in overcoming the siloing of 

data produced during clinical care or course of study. There are several reasons why scientists or 
doctors might not be willing to share data. Problems, including pressure to publish (Rawat, 2014) 
and fear of data scooping (Laine, 2017), occur both within institutions and out to the broader 
scientific research community. Even while the scientific community and individual researchers 
recognize the advantages of having open and shareable data (Lane, 2007; Mesirov, 2019; Peng, 
2011; Stodden, 2016; Mendes, 2018), resistance remains. According to the Roundtable on 
Environmental Health Sciences, Research, and Medicine et al. (2016), reproducible research 
increases scientific rigor, scientific trust in the data, and awareness of related studies. At CHOP, 
Arcus advances the objective of repeatable and reusable research by enhancing data access across 
areas within the institution through its role as the informatics and Archives center. To make data 
available for reuse known, the Arcus Library Science team uses metadata and an upcoming data 
catalog. 

 
Researchers do not always have the organizational, data management, or descriptive abilities to 

disseminate their work effectively, even if they desire to do so. By providing tools and strategies 
to aid researchers in better stewarding their own data from the project's inception through study 
conduct, publishing, and archiving, the Research Data Management services provided by the Arcus 
Library Science team try to close these gaps. A standard recommended file directory layout called 
the project template is crucial for better data management. Given the structure is the same for all 
submissions to the Archives, metadata automation and arrangement are possible even for very large 
collections. 

 
Metadata is essential for an in-depth program like Arcus to document the institution's research 

data, where and how it was created, and how it has been used. Arcus' reach and its aspirational 
objectives of promoting data sharing and encouraging cultural shifts toward reproducibility have 
created numerous chances to develop a distinctive yet interoperable metadata ecosystem. 
 

2. Metadata in the Arcus Archives 
Metadata in the Arcus Archives is subject to the same inherent tension that exists between 

preserving the relationship information of archival arrangement (Miller, 1990) while surfacing the 
item-level granularity present in descriptive metadata that bolsters discoverability. The difficulty 
in reconciling this tension had often meant that archival arrangement is described through an 
Encoded Archival Description (EAD) finding aid whereas item-level descriptive metadata has been 
implemented in something like a Machine-Readable Cataloging (MARC) record. 
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Arcus descriptive metadata must be able to provide the full context of a file being described by 
presenting its relationship to other files and/or series in the collection. In traditional library 
cataloging techniques, this is achieved by linking title, identifier, or both (OCLC, 2018). This type 
of reference does not offer a method for capturing structured hierarchical relationships, like those 
between a collection and its series, that are essential in archival arrangement and prescribed in the 
Arcus Archives. Thus, Arcus metadata must reflect archival finding aid structure to describe its 
collections. 

 
Archival finding aid structures alone are not sufficient for metadata in the Arcus Archives. 

Within the landscape of datasets and research files, users need a high level of differentiation 
between objects (Riley, 2017) and the people they contain information about. This is especially 
important in medical research data where tracking the files in which protected health information 
(PHI) or potential-PHI may appear directly impacts research users’ ability to uphold the required 
privacy and confidentiality standards, such as components of Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA). Finding aids do not represent enough granularity about individual 
items or their contents to meet this need. Thus, Arcus metadata also needs to draw on practices 
from bibliographic description to enhance the finding aid’s structural sketch of item grouping 
relationships. 

 
At the outset of the program, Arcus Metadata Librarians designed metadata in the Arcus 

Archives to handle this tension and hold both archival relationship details and granular 
discoverability information at once. Research objects in the Arcus Archives are grouped together 
into collections that contain diverse assets from across the research lifecycle. This includes datasets, 
certainly, but also archives tools and scripts, administrative files, project documentation, and 
contextual information. Comprehensive description of a collection of this scope, then, requires a 
metadata schema that blends both library and archival description. 

 
Arcus descriptive metadata meshes bibliographic and archival description by using the JSON 

format. The structured nature of JSON coupled with its nesting abilities allows us to include 
relational information within a single collection’s metadata. The prevalence of JSON structured 
data and JSON based tools in web and systems development also helps us more finely integrate 
with the software developers on our team. This integration allows for librarians and developers to 
work together to create tools for automation that make cataloging vast amounts of data possible. 

 
At its core, the Arcus Archives metadata schema is a custom implementation of existing 

structures together with local fields and vocabularies, all written in JSON. Though unique in 
structure, the descriptive metadata schema incorporates shared fields and vocabularies from major 
data repositories. The schema adapts fields from version 2.2 of the Data Tag Suite (DATS) 
(Gonzalez-Beltran, 2017) and from the DataCite Metadata Working Group’s 2017 4.1 version of 
the DataCite schema. The Arcus schema also draws from available controlled vocabularies, with 
terms from the Data Use Ontology (DUO) (Lawson, 2021) to describe reuse allowances and from 
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) to apply topics. These adaptations ensure the schema is 
interoperable wherever possible with industry standards as well as those from constituent fields of 
biomedical research. It also allows contributing users to comply with data sharing mandates, such 
as that passed by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in 2023. 

2.1. Hierarchical Metadata Structure 
The Arcus Archives metadata schema prescribes three levels of description as part of each 

record: collection, series, and file. The levels of description are modeled on archival finding aids 
and informed by the archival arrangements done for each contribution to Arcus. Each level contains 
fields designed to fully and specifically describe the objects or groupings at that level. When 
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considered together as a single record, the three levels provide both specificity and context for a 
given object in Arcus. By grouping specific fields into hierarchical levels, we have adapted archival 
and bibliographic methods to fit the needs of Arcus materials and expand the current state of 
scientific research dataset description.  

 
Collection is the broadest level of metadata. Metadata at the collection level should be 

representative of all items contained in lower levels. It provides an overview of the entire archival 
collection. Generally, each archival collection represents the data from one and only one research 
project.  

 
Series is an intermediary level that exists below collection. All series must belong to a collection, 

and all collections have at least one series. Series allow for grouping of related materials within a 
collection. Series can also be broken down into multiple subseries if necessary. For example, a 
series may hold all the research data for a particular contribution. If the contribution is a simple 
one, the research data may not be further subdivided. However, if the contribution is a complex 
one that produced multiple sets of data from distinct efforts, it may be necessary to include multiple 
subseries underneath a parent research data series to represent these distinctions. Individual series 
and subseries may have child elements that are either subseries or files, but not both. 

 
Files are the most granular level of metadata. Each file will have its own distinct metadata, much 

of it technical (such as file type, size, and URL). Files are aggregated in a series or subseries. 
 

 
FIG. 1.  Diagram of hierarchical structure of Arcus metadata. 

2.2. Structured Yet Flexible Organization  
 

Project template, manifests  
To facilitate the ingestion of large amounts of archival data and its cataloging, the Arcus Library 

Science team requires a high level of organization internally. Cooperative organization from our 
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data contributors on the research side is essential as well. The cornerstone of archival organization 
is the project template (Dobrzynski et al., 2019), a basic recommended file directory structure. It 
was adapted from Cookiecutter Data Science (DrivenData, 2021) for use with CHOP research data 
by former CHOP Bioinformatics Scientist Perry Evans and former CHOP Digital Archivist 
Christiana Dobrzynski. The project template is designed to be broad enough to encompass the 
varied research endeavors across CHOP while remaining comprehensive and consistent enough to 
create a throughline of categorization among those diverse efforts.  

 
The project template structure is integrated throughout the Arcus Library Science team’s 

initiatives. In research data consultations, the Arcus Library Science team trains researchers to use 
the project template for organizing their research files. Every archival collection Arcus intakes is 
arranged using the project template. The project template is furnished in each of the computational 
labs Arcus provides to researchers. All archival data is delivered to the labs using the structure. 
Broad usage of the project template enables us to connect datasets and funnel research efforts 
through the initiation, conduct, and archiving of their study with ease.   

 
FIG. 2.  Project template file directory structure with manifests and protocol storage locations called out. 

 
Our custom Metadata Management System (MMS) automates creation of the metadata record 

structure based on the archival arrangement informed by the project template framework. Within 
this framework, protocol files, standardized yml files that contain information about how the data 
was produced, are always stored in a consistent directory location 
(/home_dir/project_name/references/protocols). Manifests are always stored in 
a consistent directory location (/home_dir/project_name/manifests). The file-
manifest.csv file is always stored in the manifests/ directory. This manifest lists out all the 
files, links them to participants in a deidentified fashion, and declares which protocol file holds 
information about the file in question. The explicit information from the protocol file and the 
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implicit information about how the methods described in the protocol file are enacted come together 
in the dataTypes set of fields in the Arcus metadata schema. The file manifest and protocol files 
make describing numerous files (on the order of tens of thousands) feasible by, minimally, one 
Metadata Librarian with the help of one Data Liaison embedded in the research team providing the 
source information. 

2.3. Metadata From Structure: dataTypes Fields  
One of the strongest examples of the integration between the project template, its manifests, and 

the information captured in the Arcus Archives schema is the dataTypes set of fields (TABLE 1). 
This set of fields exists at the series level within the overall structure of the collection records. 
dataTypes is an array consisting of one or more objects made up of a number of subfields that 
capture input, process, and “is-ness” of the data. This set of fields was originally adapted from the 
Data Tag Suite (DATS) schema v.2.2 (Gonzalez-Beltran, 2017). The relationship between the 
dataTypes fields allows us to describe the whole of the research dataset alongside the methods of 
analyses. This is particularly important and novel for describing genomic data and methods of 
sequencing and analysis. Crucially, however, the dataTypes fields are extensible enough to describe 
not only genomic data but imaging, tabular data, contextual files, tools, and more. 
 

TABLE 1: dataType subfields and their descriptions. 
 

dataType Subfield 
Name 

Description Required Repeat
-able 

Type 

dataTypeName  The typology of the dataset, identifying the dataset 
type or nature of the data. 

Y Y string 

dataTypeInformation  The measurements or facts that the data is about.  N Y string in array 

dataTypeRefinement  A qualifier to describe the processing level of the 
dataset and its distributions.  

Y Y string in array 

dataTypeMethod The procedure or technology used to generate the 
information. 

Y Y string in array 

dataTypePlatform The set of instruments, software, and reagents that 
are needed to generate the data.  

N Y string in array 

dataTypeSourceValue  Source of the data.  N Y string in array 

dataTypeSourceNote  Additional free text information about the source of 
the data. 

N Y string in array 

dataTypes in Action: Genomics Example 
Take the example of describing genomic research data in a study of the gut microbiome1. To 

fully describe this research data, we must describe both the raw and processed data. The raw data 
was generated directly from a biological sample using a genomic sequencing technique called the 
shotgun run on an ArcGene10 machine. The endpoint, or analyzed, data was processed using the 
Sunbeam pipeline to produce a metagenomic interpretation of “the microbial and genetic 
composition of samples” as described in Clarke et al., 2019. 

 
1 This example is drawn from real data stored in the CHOP Arcus Archives. Specific values for the 
platform_name, instrument_model, sequencing_center, and dates in the example, however, have been 
changed to protect participant privacy and institutional information. The type of use case and cited software 
remain unchanged. 
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The file-manifest.csv (TABLE 2, column C) specifies which protocol file (examples in 
Figures 3 and 4) holds metadata about the genomic sequencing for a given biological sample. The 
first two rows show metadata about the raw multiplexed paired (meaning there were two reads from 
the sequencer: Read 1 and Read 2, denoted by the r1 and r2 appended to the file_type) fastq data 
produced from a biological sample. The last two rows show endpoint demultiplexed paired fastq 
data resulting from the raw data created from the biological sample. 
 

TABLE 2: Excerpt of file-manifest.csv showing protocol file location for raw and analyzed sequencing data. 
 

biosample_id file_type protocol file_path file_group 

Case.StoolSa
mple001  

multiplexed-
fastq_r1 

references/protocols/fastq
.yml  

data/raw/multiplexed-
fastq/Case.StoolSample001.fastq.gz
  

Case.StoolSa
mple001_fqm 

Case.StoolSa
mple001  

multiplexed-
fastq_r2 

references/protocols/fastq
.yml  

data/raw/multiplexed-
fastq/Case.StoolSample001.fastq.gz
  

Case.StoolSa
mple001_fqm 

Case.StoolSa
mple001  

demultiplexed
-fastq_r1 

references/protocols/dem
ultiplexing.yml  

data/endpoints/demultiplexed-
fastq/Case.StoolSample001.fastq.gz
  

Case.StoolSa
mple001_fqd 

Case.StoolSa
mple001  

demultiplexed
-fastq_r2 

references/protocols/dem
ultiplexing.yml  

data/endpoints/demultiplexed-
fastq/Case.StoolSample001.fastq.gz
  

Case.StoolSa
mple001_fqd 

 
TABLE 3: file-manifest.csv data dictionary explaining column names for TABLE 2. 

 

Column Description 

biosample_id Unique identifier for the biological sample that produced the data being described in a given row of the 
manifest. 

file_type  Free text description of the nature of the file. 

protocol File path to protocol yml file used to record and describe experiment metadata. 

file_path Path to the file being described in a given row of the manifest. 

file_group Formally related files. Examples include paired fastq files or a bam file and its index. 

 

 
FIG. 3.  fastq.yml protocol file showing raw sequencing metadata. 

 

 
FIG. 4.  demultiplexing.yml protocol file showing analyzed endpoints metadata. 
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The Sunbeam analysis pipeline takes as its input multiplexed raw sequence data. Thus, we need 

to record metadata about these inputs. We also need to be able to link these input files and their 
metadata to the next processing steps. Because the entire set of dataTypes subfields is repeatable 
as an object within the dataTypes array, we can represent the raw data as one object and then the 
analyzed data as another object, linked together conceptually.  
 
    "dataTypes": [ 
      { 
        "dataTypeInformation": ["genomics"], 
        "dataTypeMethod": ["shotgun run"], 
        "dataTypeName": "genomics", 
        "dataTypePlatform": ["ArcGene Seeker 10"], 
        "dataTypeRefinement": ["raw data"], 
        "dataTypeSource": [ 
          { 
            "dataTypeSourceValue": "biological sample" 
          } 
        ] 
      }, 
      { 
        "dataTypeInformation": ["metagenomics"], 
        "dataTypeMethod": ["sunbeam 3.1.1"], 
        "dataTypeName": "pipeline", 
        "dataTypePlatform": ["Mac OS Ventura 13.2.1"], 
        "dataTypeRefinement": ["analyzed data”], 
        "dataTypeSource": [ 
          { 
            "dataTypeSourceValue": "file storage" 
          } 
        ] 
      } 
    ] 

FIG. 5.  JSON dataTypes metadata for a genomics example containing both raw and analyzed data. 

 
Translating this JSON back into human readable language, we return to the original description 

of the endpoint data and its constituent raw data: The raw data (dataTypeRefinement) was 
generated directly from a biological sample (dataTypeSourceValue) using the genomic 
(dataTypeInformation) sequencing technique called the shotgun run (dataTypeMethod) on an 
ArcGene Seeker 10 machine (dataTypePlatform). The analyzed (dataTypeRefinement) endpoint 
data consists of the raw dataset pulled from file storage (dataTypeSourceValue) processed using 
the Sunbeam 3.1.1 pipeline (dataTypeMethod) on a computer running Mac OS 13.2.1 
(dataTypePlatform) to produce a metagenomic (dataTypeInformation) interpretation of “the 
microbial and genetic composition of samples.” 

2.4. Controlled Vocabularies for dataTypes Values 
Because bioinformaticians, either within Arcus or on the study team, use non-standardized 

genomic files in which other scientists often supply various forms to refer to the same technologies, 
there is a proliferation of minimally different terms referring to the same concepts (Masseroli, 
2019). This makes processing pipelines difficult to impossible to scale and makes description 
imprecise. Bioinformaticians need controlled vocabularies for the exact concepts the Arcus 
Metadata Librarian needs to complete the dataTypes fields. This presented an opportunity to move 
the controlled vocabulary standardization upstream and solve the problem for both the study and 
Library Science teams.  

 
For the gut microbiome sequencing example, the platform_name options are standardized by a 

controlled vocabulary term to ensure all ArcGene products can be linked together. This prevents 
misspellings (e.g. ArcGen) or capitalization inconsistencies (e.g. Arcgene). The MMS tool 
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validates records against the controlled vocabulary lists. It can also integrate and pull terms from 
external authoritative sources. 

 
Though the Arcus metadata schema uses extensive controlled vocabularies for the dataTypes 

fields, we were able to pull out only the relevant snippets of the vocabularies into separate files 
reassembled using a JSON $ref key. Those files are then surfaced to bioinformaticians in a separate 
Github repository that also explains protocol file usage. The bioinformaticians can review these 
vocabulary files and select the relevant standardized terms. They can also request a new term is 
added if the concept they need to describe has not been included before. With this process, the 
Metadata Librarian can still create and control a comprehensive list of dataTypes terms as part of 
the full JSON schema but can do so without adding unnecessary complication to the work of the 
study team while still leveraging their expertise. 

2.5. dataTypes: Usability and Discovery 
Exactly how to display dataTypes to be immediately understandable and searchable is a question 

separate from how to structure the JSON metadata. In the first release of our internal data catalog, 
an enterprise-wide instance of an Alation product called “Gene,” we will surface each of the 
dataTypes fields on their own line and with the JSON formatting removed. Descriptions of each of 
the dataTypes fields will be searchable in a linked metadata glossary similar to TABLE 1 here. The 
dataTypeName value serves as a header for grouping the constituent dataTypes values related to 
that name. 

 
FIG. 6.  dataTypes metadata presented in the Gene catalog. 

 
Each of the dataTypes fields will also be selectable values in a sidebar filter. For example, users 

will be able to select "shotgun run" from dataTypeMethod and view all datasets that have utilized 
this genomic sequencing type. 
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FIG. 7.  dataTypesMethod values as filters in the Gene catalog. 

 
It remains to be seen whether glossing the dataTypes keys and increased socialization of the field 

name terms will be sufficient for user understanding. We remain open to the possibility of renaming 
these fields on display or showing them in a different order or visual presentation, for example, 
depending on the results of catalog user testing. Arcus has a User Experience (UX) Specialist 
embedded within the team who can perform such user testing to evaluate the efficacy of the 
presentation of the dataTypes fields as well as the efficacy of Arcus Archives descriptive metadata 
as a whole. Feedback and changes from user testing round out Arcus metadata ensuring it is 
informed by all phases of the research data preservation and reuse lifecycle at CHOP: archiving, 
cataloging, display, and usability. 

3. Conclusion 
An initial challenge in drafting the metadata schema was determining the proper balance between 

adherence to intellectual archival arrangements and flexibility in item description (Pakstis et al., 
2019). Since the launch of Arcus, the Metadata Librarians and Digital Archivists have quelled the 
need for constant evaluation of this tension by broadly implementing the project template, protocol, 
and manifest framework. Although as the Archives grows there will undoubtedly be smaller 
refinements to the templates and schemas, the largest opportunity for change in this next phase of 
Arcus operationalization is to dynamically address display and delivery of archived data. This is 
made possible through continued collaboration with study teams and by working closely with the 
Arcus Data Catalog and Discovery Librarian and the Arcus UX Specialist. 

 
Finally, training for bioinformaticians and research study team data liaisons supplied by the 

Arcus Library Science team make implementation of the project template, manifests, and protocol 
files even more efficient for both the team processing the data contribution as well as for the study 
team. The research team can use the project template, manifest, and protocol structure in their data 
management to keep track of what and who are represented in their research outputs and where to 
find those files. They can then smoothly deposit files into the Arcus Archives where they will be 
securely stored, described, and metadata about those files displayed for reuse possibilities - and the 
cycle continues. 
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